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Complex system for enterprise activity fundamentals is considered in the article. The basic prin�

ciples determining the approach to personnel forming in entrepreneurial structures are given.  The

goal of the article is to describe the organization of enterprise activity as innovative, aimed at

guaranteeing its efficiency.

Recently much attention has been paid to

the problem of personnel training for enterprise

activity. The President of the country D.A.

Medvedev, and the Chairman of the Govern�

ment of the Russian Federation V.V. Putin have

declared the necessity of its solution. What is

the way to solve this problem? In our opinion,

only the creation of a complex system of citi�

zens training for enterprise activity fundamen�

tals can solve the problem.

The system should represent the whole range

of the interconnected elements based on accu�

rate observance of legislative and standard le�

gal certificates: the basic job requirements from

the employer, (including the state); the intro�

duction of successive educational programs; the

network of educational institutions irrespective

of their organizational�legal forms, kinds and

types; professional educational standards of

various level and an orientation; and also the

requests of worker certification.

Vocational training of citizens for the basis

of enterprise activity is supposed to carry out

economic and social functions. In the field of

economy, it is the development of human re�

sources of the society, increase of professional

and territorial mobility; in the social sphere it is

the increase of professional stability and com�

petitiveness on the labour market that should

be considered the protection against unemploy�

ment. The aspiration to get the necessary knowl�

edge and professional skills is higher, if the

trainee realises the necessity of training for the

achievement of their goals.

The training, in our opinion, should  be pre�

ceded by professional selection, professional

consultation and professional information as a
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system of means of developing social and per�

sonal mobility and the skills of introspection,

responsibility and decision�making in the future

businessmen.

Therefore, the complex system of training

citizens for the key elements of enterprise ac�

tivity should be based on the following main

principles:

♦continuity of training with available edu�

cational potential and skills of labour activity of

citizens;

♦the approach to training as uniform pro�

cess including not only the acquisition of knowl�

edge and skills, but also the vocational guidance

work and psychological support, as well as the

subsequent support of enterprise activity;

♦formation of the contents of training with

allowance for labour market demands, wide

adoption of innovative technologies and train�

ing techniques.

♦modular formation of professional educa�

tional programs;

♦possibility of multi�channel financing of

such training.

One can identify the basic issues business

activity, the knowledge and skills that a chief of

a small enterprise should have, irrespective of

the particular sphere of work, i.e. an invariant

component of the activity of the beginner. We

will briefly outline the basic contents of work

of an average executive at the initial stages of

business:

♦defining their own business idea depend�

ing on economic market situation, defining the

ownership type  and the legal status of the en�

terprise; license handling for the right of pri�

vate enterprise management;
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♦search of vacant premises;

♦loan request for acquisition of raw mate�

rials, materials and accessories;

♦drawing up a business plan, differentiat�

ing the product from the ones already available;

price and the product cost price setting, planned

profit; planned sales volumes and the prices of

competitors;

♦staff hiring;

♦solving money matters � bookkeeping and

reporting, payment matters, taxation;

♦identifying the markets of raw materials

and production sales;

♦distribution and production advertising,

methods of stimulation of sales, etc.

According to the above�mentioned basic

components of the contents of a businessper�

son work one can define an approximate list of

knowledge and skills necessary for the beginner

through the following stages:

1. At the stage of defining their own busi�

ness idea depending on economic market situa�

tion, defining the ownership type  and the legal

status of the enterprise; license handling for the

right of private enterprise management, one

should know:

♦basis of market economy of Russia;

♦one’s own enterprise possibilities

(“niche”);

♦basis of small business sphere legislation

at federal and regional levels;

♦the order of license handling for planned

activity, registration of necessary documents,

certification;

♦procedure of citizen registration as the

subject of enterprise activity.

2. For productive vacant premises search it

is necessary to possess information about the

local funds of uninhabited premises, regional

legislative acts connected with property issues,

the status of the lessor, the detailed descrip�

tion of a leased premise, the lease terms, the

concessionary terms of lease.

3. While drawing up a business plan, one

should define the novelty of the product for pro�

duction or realization. It is necessary to be clear

about the following: its difference from the avail�

able products,  its approximate retail price and

the cost price; profit forecast; sales volumes;

raw materials markets and production sales; and

also product distribution and advertising and

other methods of sales stimulation.

4. Regarding staff hiring the future chief of

a small enterprise should know:

♦basis of construction of organizational

structure of a small enterprise;

♦quantity and structure of required staff

(according to manufacturing capabilities require�

ments).

5. To successfully deal with money matters

such as bookkeeping and reporting, payment

matters, taxation the businessperson should

know the basis of quality management of the

goods and services.

Thus, the complex system of citizens train�

ing for bases of enterprise activity is meant to

achieve following primary goals:

♦mastering the required theoretical and

practical knowledge in the chosen sphere of en�

terprise activity;

♦educating unemployed citizens from vari�

ous social groups (woman, youth, former mili�

tary men, etc.);

♦forming and supporting a network of ad�

ditional vocational training organizations provid�

ing training for the basis of enterprise activity.

For realization of primary goals of citizens

vocational training for basis of enterprise ac�

tivity we should work out an invariant part of

the professional standard of enterprise activity

and its interrelation with the federal compo�

nents of the state educational standards.

Business basics training should have inno�

vative character, with wide use of modular, re�

mote and other forms of technologies of train�

ing adapted to the needs of the people trained.

Thus, the suggested system will allow to

organize enterprise activity as innovative eco�

nomic activities, in conditions of risk and un�

certainty, aimed at making a profit.

Final productivity of the system is deter�

mined not only by the scale of elements constit�

uent, but, first of all, by the indicators of devel�

opment of the entire sphere of small business

and its influence on the structure of the society.
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